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NM021 – Boutros Bubba – Hearing Voicst in a Beer Commercial Makes Me Wanna Get Drunk
NM020 – Pfaff – How to Explain De Flipstand to a Friend
NM019 – Hydrus – Postcards

Narrominded continues free distribution of Dutch high-quality music. All of these releases are
available for free download from www.narrominded.com
Boutros Bubba
‘Hearing Voicst in a Beer Commercial Makes Me Wanna Get Drunk’ is the first effort by
Boutros Bubba. Guitarist/vocalist Spoelstra and drummer Vreselijk Ongeluk are doing what
they do best: rock and counting MATH STYLE. A delirious record with delirious artwork
included. Both members of Boutros Bubba have played in the band Quarles van Ufford, that
released the album Aurakramp on Narrominded.
Pfaff
Pfaff is the musical outlet of Bas Jacobs, also one of the driving forces behind That Dam!
Magazine and the Wasser Umsonnst evenings at De Nieuwe Anita in Amsterdam. Pfaff’s
music is influenced by a passing tram or the noise of the chain on your bike when it gets
rusty. And all the music that sounds like music to them. You can label them a garage
rockband or call them experimental indie.
Hydrus
Amsterdam sonologists Herman Wilken and Almer Lücke are Hydrus. They met at the Royal
Conservatory in The Hague. Both of them played in rock bands, but are equally adapt at
stochastic composition and programming extremely tight rhythms. Production-wise, these
guys can easily live up to the greats in this genre. Just like the music on their Split LPcontribution, Postcards is a true gem of breathtakingly transparent polder electronics. Hydrus
switches between melancholy and darkness. The second half of 2006 will see the release of
their first full length album 'Interleaves'.
Narrominded
The most recent releases on Narrominded have stretched the label’s musical boundaries
beyond recognition. In 2002 Narrominded released the successful electronic compilation lp
‘We’re Running out of West’, followed by the first two editions of the Split LP series (Living
Ornaments / Accelera Deck, 2003 and Hydrus / Kettel, 2004). The release of ‘Apocalypse
Has Been Dubbed the Weekend Pill’ by Psychon in November 2004 already gave a hint of
Narrominded’s future direction. “Psychon approaches music no-holds-barred; one gets the
sense that everything and anything is possible”, writes Dave Heaton of Erasing Clouds. Next
up were Gone Bald with their emotional mix of emotional noise rock, new wave and freejazz,
and Petrified Host with a record full of more conventional but very catchy rock songs. After
that Narrominded released full-length cd’s by the new wave / post-punk band Makazoruki and
by electronic musicians Living Ornaments and a free mp3-abum by the math-rock outfit
Quarles van Ufford. The Narrominded record label will continue to release music on various
formats (lp, cd, mp3) and will also continue with the successful series of Split LP's.
www.narrominded.com
Also check out our renewed website which features a video by Boutros Bubba, recorded live
at the Narrominded HQ. We also put up a video by the now defunct Quarles van Ufford as
filmed in august 2005 during a Narrominded festival at the MS Stubnitz in the port of
Amsterdam.

